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At the beginning of February my sister, Rosemary, and I left Glasgow for the Far
East. We had been anxious to make this trip for a number of years – our intention
being to honour the memory of our father and his comrades in the 155th
Lanarkshire Yeomanry during their time as slaves of the Japanese.
We started off in Singapore – it seemed logical as this is where it all began for the
men.
On our first day, we visited Changi beach where, on 20th February 1942, my
father was one of the POWs forced to bury Chinese civilians who had been
murdered there by the Japanese. Some time was spent walking along the sand
thinking of the horrors that the young men of the 155th Lanarkshire Yeomanry
had witnessed that day. They were to relive this ghastly experience, as, for several
days afterwards, they were taken to other nearby beaches to bury Chinese men,
women and children who had been murdered there.
We then visited the Johore Gun Battery. Sadly this is no longer the magnificent
spectacle that it was only a few years ago as run-down bars and restaurants have
sprung up on the site and the gun is almost completely overshadowed.
The Memorial to those who died in the Sook Ching massacres on Changi Beach.

The following day saw us at Adam Park to meet Jon Cooper. Jon is the Project Founder and Manager of the Adam
Park Project and is a Graduate of the Centre for Battlefield Archaeology at Glasgow University.
The Project is headed up by the Singapore Heritage Society and by
the National University of Singapore and sponsored by the National
Heritage Board of Singapore.
Jon kindly gave up his afternoon to walk with us to Adam Park.
Once there, he spoke about the frenzied fighting which took place
between the Cambridgeshire Regiment and the Japanese in the last
hours before the surrender.
“The evidence of the fighting is still clearly visible in the landscape.
A number of uniform depressions were evident and these were
thought to be a series of three man gun pits dug by the
Cambridgeshires. This theory was born out of the discovery of 25
Japanese bullets of which some appeared to be from bursts of
machine gun fire that targeted the trenches.”
The location of shell cases – British or Japanese; and personal
effects allowed the Project to map out the battlefield and determine
the positions of the British and Japanese Forces. A visit to this site is
Jon explains details of the battleground to Rosemary well worthwhile for anyone interested in the Battle of Singapore.
On our final day in Singapore we visited Singapore General Hospital. Here, in
one of the car parks, stands a simple wooden cross. It commemorates those who
died in the last hours of the Battle for Singapore and were buried in an empty
emergency water tank in the hospital grounds. Later, Prisoners of War were used
to excavate beneath the tank and allow it to fall into the ground. It was then
covered with earth.
On the attached plaque is written:
“Beneath this cross lie 94 British, 6 Malayan, 5 Indian, 2 Australian soldiers and
300 civilians of many races, victims of Man's inhumanity to Man, who perished
in captivity in February 1942. The soldiers are commemorated by name at Kranji
War Cemetery.”
Among those buried in the tank is Lt. Maurice Eustace of the 155th.
The Singapore General Hospital Memorial

Next day we left Singapore and flew to Taiwan.
In October 1942, our father was one of the men who were transported from Singapore on the England Maru to slave
in the Kinkaseki copper mine. He was there for more than two years. Rosemary and I had two main objectives on the
island – to get to Kinkaseki and, also, to find Kukutsu, the jungle camp, where he was moved in May 1945. Kukutsu
was intended as the place of execution of the POWs who were held there – one of the places where the 'Final
Disposition of the Prisoners' would take place.

To get to Kinkaseki seemed easy enough – several sites on the internet gave details of how to get there by public
transport. Kukutsu would be the difficult one and we decided that we would tackle it first. We had prepared well,
spending many hours trawling the internet for clues and the camp area was eventually tracked down using google
maps. Xindian Road Section 3 was where we wanted to be.
We were staying at the Imperial Hotel and what an excellent choice it turned out to be. All of the reception staff spoke
very good English and were very helpful. On approaching the Concierge and explaining what we wanted to do, he
went to the taxis waiting outside and reappeared with one of the drivers. Together they examined our maps, the taxi
driver made a note of the camp co-ordinates and off we went.
Once or twice the driver stopped to check the route. He made adjustments to his satnav and then continued on his way.
After a while I began to sense that we were getting close – the road
was climbing higher and becoming steeper and when I looked at the
map the river was on one side of the road, then the other. We crossed a
bridge and suddenly, on the right hand side of the road it was there the Kukutsu Memorial - and the location of the camp was close by.
I thought of something that Ken Pett once said to me,
“Planting peanuts was one of the things that we had to do. We were
beaten if we were caught eating them so, after work, we used to leave
a trail of stones back to where we were sleeping so that, in the pitch
darkness of the night, we would be able to follow the stones and find
the peanut planting site again. We would dig up some nuts and take
them to the river to wash them. But we often found that what we
thought was twenty peanuts might be only ten peanuts and the rest
small stones.”

Standing beside the Kukutsu Memorial.
What a pity we found so much litter beside this
special stone.

As I stood by the Memorial stone I remembered my father telling me,
“At Kukutsu we lost so much weight that we were nothing but skin and bone. We knew that none of us could survive
beyond Christmas. You could have hung your jacket on our hip bones.”
At the end of the war he weighed only five and a half stones.
Beside the Memorial we left tributes in honour of my father and the men of the 155 th.
When I considered how far we had travelled in the taxi from Xindian
(Hsien Tien), (where a group of the POWs had to walk each week to
collect stores), and thought of how high we had climbed and how steep
the road had been in places, I marvelled at the inner strength and
determination of these men. Having suffered in the depths of
Kinkaseki for more than two years, then endured the beatings and
starvation of Kukutsu, they were still possessed of a mental
determination which allowed them to force their bodies on.
Having successfully achieved our aim, we returned to the hotel where
everyone, after saying, “Welcome back!”, enquired whether we had
found the camp and were delighted that we had.
Our wonderful taxi driver who took us to Kukutsu.

Kinkaseki
Next morning was the 'big one' – Kinkaseki – where so many men died
and so many others died elsewhere as a result of the harsh treatment
they received there.
Ever since we had arrived on Taiwan I had been aware of a sense of
foreboding and fear. It stayed with me all of the time we were on the
island and intensified the closer we came to Kinkaseki.
The long climb up to what is now called Jinguashi had to be
experienced to be understood. It was steep beyond belief and, as I was
driven up there in comfort, the words of William Holt of the 155 th came
to me,
“They drove us to the mountains. Not by trucks. Trucks don't grow on
trees. Bamboo does. So they drove us with bamboo sticks.”

John Marshall and Benny Gough
on a visit to Kinkaseki in 1999

I remembered John McEwan and Jack Edwards telling of how
their feet were swollen and blistered inside their heavy boots
and how they were advised by an officer not to take them off as
they would never get them back on again.
And I remembered that Johnny Kane had had to carry Major
Sanderson's trunk on his back all of that long, hard way.
(Trumpeter Arthur Smith's Memoirs)
Eventually we reached the car park where the Tourist
Information Office is situated. It was a very busy place as our
visit had coincided with the Chinese new Year.
John and Benny again, 1999

We were unsure which direction we should take and I'm a great believer in, 'If you don't know something, ASK!' so we
went into the cafe/gift shop and enquired from one of the girls there. She very kindly asked someone to take over from
her and she walked down with us. This kindness was a common feature of our time on Taiwan – everyone was
friendly – but I often found myself looking at young men and wondering whether they were related to 'Frying Pan' or
'The Ghost' – or any one of the guards or hanchos who had wrought their own brand of terror amongst the POWs

As we approached the park, suddenly, the Memorial was there in front of us. It is simple, and beautiful.
We laid crosses for some of the men and left a card from Andy Coogan. It said,
“In Memory of my Comrades in the Lanarkshire Yeomanry who suffered here at the hands of the Japanese.”.
We spent some time wandering
around and feeling the
atmosphere of the camp site –
and were always aware of the
plight of the men kept there.
We found the gatepost – but
what need was there of a gate
post and a wall when the camp
was enclosed, surrounded by
rugged mountains that cast
their shadows everywhere.

It was a beautiful day – but how many beautiful days did the miners of Kinkaseki experience?
I recalled the words of John McEwan,
“Little did I know that at this black hill, this place of utter desolation among the dark, forbidding mountains, we had,
in fact reached our calvary”.

The Memorial wall

We then walked
through the park to
the magnificent
Memorial Wall
which names every
one of the men who
slaved at Kinkaseki
.
It is a really
impressive sight and,
together with the
original Memorial is
a fitting tribute to the
unfort unates who
were held there.

A recent addition is a bench which permits visitors to sit in contemplation of the
names there and, perhaps, gaze at the name of their own family member.

Rosemary sits in contemplation

Next day we returned to Jinguashi. We desperately wanted to have an
idea of what it meant to be a miner there. Entry to the copper mine was
not possible but the gold mine's Benshan Number 5 Tunnel beckoned
and, equipped with a proper safety helmet (unlike the POWs' cardboard
version), we entered the short tunnel. Several things came to our
attention almost immediately. The first was how slippery it was
underfoot, then we noticed the water which dripped almost constantly on
us. We were walking on metal flooring which, in places was corroded by
the acid water. We were in a short tunnel. We could see daylight in front
of us. The floor was slippery, but there was a railing for us to hold on
to.We were well fed and well rested.

A mock up of gold miners in the Number 5 Tunnel

Is it possible to imagine the heat, the darkness, the misery of the acid
water that dripped constantly on the poor starved souls who had laboured
hundreds of feet underground?

“Every day we marched up about 250 rough steps to the brow of the hill. … To reach
the mine we had to clamber all the way down to sea level on a very rough path. … It
was treacherous and steep … There were 831 rough steps on that steep hillside.”
Jack Edwards - Banzai You Bastards.
To give us an idea how difficult the daily journey to the mine had been, we began to
climb the steps to the Benshan Number Four Tunnel. We climbed around 250 steps
and had to stop. We were exhausted! Thankfully we did not have guards harassing us
and beating us to go faster.
A section of the steps leading to the Benshan Number 4 Tunnel

Next day we left Taiwan for Hong Kong. As the plane rose into the air, my feelings of fear disappeared and I thought
of the men who had survived Kinkaseki and how relieved they must have felt when the American ships came to
Keelung Harbour to rescue them. But their fear must have been tinged with sadness at the friends they were leaving
behind, in hastily dug graves, on Formosa as it was called then.
And I thought, sadly, of the men – too weak to survive - who had died on the hospital ships that were taking them to
freedom - among them Ronald Callan aged 30 from Prestwick and 25 year old Richard Vanstone from Cornwall of the
155th, who were buried at sea and are named on the War Memorial at Kranji in Singapore.
In 1946, the War Graves Commission moved the bodies of the men who had died on
Taiwan to Sai Wan War Cemetery, Hong Kong.
My father had always felt that the graves should not have been disturbed, and I had
always agreed. Now I am not so sure. From the place of torture of their POW days, the
men now lie in a respectful, peaceful, beautiful Cemetery.
In order to fully pay our respects to the men buried there, I had made a card for each of
them detailing which camp they had died in and the cause of their death.
Rosemary and I placed each card beside the relevant headstone.
We were in the process of doing this when I noticed a
young man making his way slowly through the
Cemetery. I asked him if he was looking for the grave
of a family member but he replied that he was visiting
the Cemetery to pay his respects to all of the men
The Sai Wan Memorial
buried there.
When I explained what we were doing and showed him one of the cards, he began
crying and said simply, “What a waste of so many good men.” He then continued on
his way, stopping before each grave for a moment before moving on.
For those who wish to make a similar trip, Taihoku (Taipei) and the Kinkaseki
(Jinguashi) area are easily accessed by public transport. For other camps, or for those
who do not feel confident to make the trip on their own, Michael Hurst of the Taiwan
POW Camps can assist. Contact www.powtaiwan.org
For those who had a family member on the Death Railway in Thailand, getting around independently is more difficult
and I can thoroughly recommend the service provided by Rod Beattie, Terry Manttan and Andrew Snow at TBRC who
will tailor a trip to your requirements, providing information about a POW and taking you to the areas where he was
held. Contact admin@tbrconline.com

Death of a Veteran of the 156th
In January we received the sad and unexpected news of the death of Bill Bell, a former
member of the 156th. We had not previously known of Bill and it was only when the
family were researching his military connections after his death, that the contact was
made.
Bill died on January 3rd 2016 at the age of 93. He was originally from Durham and
joined the local regiment, the Northumberland Fusiliers in June 1941. He later
transferred to the Royal Artillery and was posted to the 156 th (Lanarkshire Yeomanry)
Field Regiment with whom he saw action in Sicily, Italy and Germany.
Bill Bell

Like many others who experienced the horrors of war, in later years he
seldom spoke about this time although he greatly amused his family with
his many funny stories about the antics he got up to with his best mate,
John Merrick, a fellow member of the 156th.
It was through John Merrick that Bill was to meet his future wife, Winifred,
the cousin of John’s fiancée, Ruth. Bill and Winifred were married in 1947
and were together until Winifred’s death in 1999.
John Merrick (L) and Bill Bell

Throughout his working life, Bill was employed in engineering, latterly with British Leyland. A keen gardener and
football fan, every Saturday after he moved to Birmingham, he was to be found at either the stadium of Aston Villa or
of Birmingham City cheering on the local team. We don’t know how he cheered on the occasions the two teams were
playing each other!
Bill never really recovered from the loss of Winifred and in 2010, as a result of increasing ill health, he moved to St
George’s Care Home in Solihull where he resided until his death.
At his funeral, among the various tributes, was a wreath from the Lanarkshire Yeomanry.
During the service, the following poem written by his son in law, was read:-

For Bill
In deserts, mountains, fields and plains
Those mighty guns did roar
With a 25 pounder field gun
I waged my country's war.

With a wonderful wife and a marvellous son
No better life could I choose
Though I did enjoy a bit more fun
With the odd beer and a seat at the Blues

Through flash and fire, smoke and noise
Great battles did I see
We stood together, me and the boys
Till war torn lands were free.

The morning that I slipped away
I dreamed of those times past
But I found a place of such great joy
Now the bugle's called at last.

And when those guns fell silent
To home I turned toward
I made a little family
My ultimate reward.

John Waite, 17th January 2016
He is sadly missed.

Bill's Memorabilia

Tributes to Bill

A New Venture
We have just learned that our good friends, Lin Mount and Tom, have decided to make the move from their home in
Preston to a new life in the north of Scotland where they are to take on a B & B near Fort Augustus.
We wish them all the best in this new venture and hope to visit in the near future. When we get more details, we will
pass them on.
(Lin is the daughter of L/Sgt. John Farmer of the 155th)
University Dissertation
We mentioned in the last newsletter that a friend, Robert Cunningham, was preparing his dissertation for his LLB
Honours Degree on an aspect of the story of the men of the 155 th as FEPOWs. He has now submitted his dissertation,
entitled, “We’re no awa’ tae bide awa’”: An investigation into the factors influencing the survival of some of the
men of the 155th (Lanarkshire Yeomanry) Field Regiment, RA, during captivity by the Japanese Imperial
Army, 1942-1945.
Once it has completed its purpose as part of his course assessment, he will be happy to make it available to anyone
interested. Having had sight of it, we can strongly recommend it. Although prepared in the usual academic format,
with the inevitable word restraints, it is a very readable and relevant work.
Robert's maternal grandfather was Sergeant Roy Russell, a FEPOW on the Death Railway.

In recent years there have been a plethora of books written
about the Far East POW story - most from the unfortunate
prisoner’s personal perspective and experience. Some have
been personally written by the actual POW while others have
been produced with the help of a ‘ghost’ writer - and are none
the worse for that.
Faith, Hope and Rice is a bit different. It has been written - in
‘the first person’- by the daughter of the FEPOW in question.
There can sometimes be a danger that someone so close can
lose objectivity and openness but this does not happen in this
case. This well written book has been drawn from a manuscript
prepared by her late father, Fred ‘Tony’ Cox, many years ago.

I can particularly relate to this as my own father, John McEwan, did exactly the same thing. Perhaps as a form of
catharsis, he wrote down on paper all these terrible memories from long ago and then put them away. It was almost
forty years before they again saw the light of day - and then only by accident.
Faith, Hope and Rice by Ellie Taylor is a powerful account of a brave man’s survival in the face of terrible adversity. I
found it both moving and uplifting and in many ways it mirrored my own father’s experience. It is a story which had to
be told and I can thoroughly recommend it to all who have a sympathy and interest in the FEPOW story.
Agnes McEwan, The Lanarkshire Yeomanry Memorial Group
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